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Abstract—We present mmFTP, an information-centric and
receiver-driven file transfer protocol for the Publish Subscribe
Internetworking (PSI) architecture. mmFTP supports both multisource and multipath transfers, while requiring minimal complexity in terms of network operation. We describe the basic
design and operation of mmFTP and present preliminary experimental performance results from a prototype implementation
deployed in the PlanetLab testbed.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Research in Information Centric Networking (ICN) seeks
to design network architectures and protocols that efficiently
utilize in-network resources including communication, data
storage and computation, in order to optimize content distribution. Experience from such protocols and applications
indicates that content distribution can highly benefit from
multisource [1] and multipath [2] transfers, i.e. the use of multiple sources and multiple paths between source-destination
respectively. To this end, we present the Multisource and
Multipath File Transfer Protocol (mmFTP) for the Publish
Subscribe Internetworking (PSI) ICN architecture [3]. mmFTP
is designed to utilize all types of network resources by
combining well-known content-distribution techniques into a
single protocol. mmFTP is receiver-driven and supports onpath caching, thus it utilizes the network’s short-term memory.
In addition, mmFTP downloads files from multiple sources,
hence it also utilizes the network’s long-term memory. Finally,
mmFTP supports multipath delivery, i.e. a transfer may use
multiple distinct paths among source and destination, thus
better utilizing available bandwidth resources and improving
network load balancing.
The multisource and multipath features are incorporated
in a single protocol without complicating network operation:
mmFTP does not require complex signaling for connection
establishment with multiple sources, or additional forwarding
state in routers for multipath communication. This is due to the
decoupling of content resolution, path formation and packet
forwarding in PSI [4], along with the adoption of sourcerouting for data forwarding [5].
II. M ULTISOURCE AND M ULTIPATH F ILE T RANSFERS IN
PSI
mmFTP operation consists of two phases: (i) slow-path
rendezvous for service establishment and (ii) fast-path ren-

dezvous for the immediate host interaction for content delivery
(Figure 1).
Slow-path rendezvous. File sources (publishers) advertise
available content to the PSI network. An mmFTP receiver
(subscriber) requests a file from the network. The network
locates the available sources through its DHT-based resolution subsystem [3]. The network then selects the paths
between the receiver and each source through the decoupled
Topology Management subsystem [3]. Paths are encoded with
LIPSIN [5], the Bloom filter-based source-routing scheme
employed by PSI. The Topology Management subsystem may
decide to utilize multiple paths per receiver-source pair, if such
path diversity exists, thus enabling multipath communication
between the receiver and a particular source. In the end, the
LIPSIN-coded paths are handed to the receiver.
Fast-path rendezvous. Receivers then interact directly with
sources via the path obtained during the slow-path phase.
Files are fragmented into MTU-sized packets, each with its
own name. The receiver sends packet requests to file sources.
A packet request contains the packet’s name, the forward
LIPSIN source-route and the reverse LIPSIN source-route.1
The request is forwarded to the source over the specified
path. File sources, or intermediate routers, that have a cached
copy of the requested packet, can extract the reverse LIPSIN
source-route from intercepted requests and respond with the
corresponding data packet.
Multisource downloads and multipath communications are
realized with minimal control signaling, due to the unique
characteristics of the PSI architecture. Multiple sources are
selected by the PSI resolution system, which has an equivalent
signaling cost with a DNS query. Multiple paths are selected
by the decoupled Topology Management subsystem and then
encoded as source-routes. Hence no additional signaling or
forwarding state maintenance in routers is required. Furthermore, sources in mmFTP are stateless. Since the subscriber
explicitly requests a packet using its unique identifier and also
provides the LIPSIN-coded return path, the publisher can agnostically respond to the requests without performing complex
operations. Finally, since LIPSIN allows source routing, the
path management that takes place at the subscriber can be
rather agile. Depending on the performance experienced, the
subscriber can move traffic to different paths and switch from
1 LIPSIN-coded paths are unidirectional, hence to transmit a data packet in
the reverse direction, an explicit reverse path is needed.
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Fig. 1. mmFTP operation. (a) Publication, (b) Slow-path rendezvous, (c) Fast-path rendezvous. RN stands for Rendezvous Node, TM for Topology Management
node and FID for LIPSIN Forwarding ID.
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multisource to multipath mode on-the-fly, applying congestion
and flow control policies to better adjust to the network’s state.
III. I MPLEMENTATION AND E XPERIMENTATION
A. Implementation
We implemented mmFTP over Blackadder, the PSI prototype implementation [6]. Our implementation includes
mmFTP sender and receiver applications, as well as an
extended Topology Management subsystem that computes
multiple paths between a receiver and a source using the
k-shortest paths algorithm by Yen [7], with hop count as
the metric. The subscriber deploys a TCP-like congestion
management scheme to each supplied path. The amount of
requests transmitted over a particular path is decided through
an AIMD sliding-window mechanism using the slow start and
congestion avoidance algorithms [8]. Each path has its own
private window management, thus constituting a separate flow.
We deployed Blackadder with mmFTP on the PlanetLab
testbed to evaluate our design in a realistic environment. The
deployment is realized as an overlay network: four Blackadder
nodes scattered across Europe (Greece, Italy, Finland and UK)
in a star topology.
B. Performance gains with multisource
The subscriber (located in Greece) downloads a 12 MB file
from the 3 publishers. First, the file is downloaded in singlesource mode from each publisher (three separate downloads)
and then from all three publishers concurrently. Due to unpredictable congestion in the PlanetLab testbed, we performed 30
iterations of the experiment. Figure 2 shows the transfer time
for each iteration. The best performance corresponds to the

multisource case, with an average download time of 3.07 s
(equivalent to 3.9 MB/s), which was 37% less than the fastest
single-source (Publisher 2 with 4.8 s).
As evidenced by the spikes in Fig. 2, mmFTP is also much
more stable in multisource mode: the variance of the download
times for our 30 iterations was only 0.1 in multisource mode,
while the smallest variance in single-source mode was 1.13
(Publisher 1). This shows that mmFTP dynamically avoids
congested paths or sources, a common situation in the PlanetLab testbed.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
mmFTP is a receiver-driven file transfer protocol for the PSI
architecture. It supports multisource and multipath transfers.
mmFTP combines well-known content distribution techniques
into a single protocol, without requiring complicated network
signalling or adding state to routers, due to the advantages
of the PSI architecture. We implemented a prototype version
of mmFTP and evaluated its performance on PlanetLab. Our
preliminary results verify the effectiveness of multi-source
delivery.
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